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N [Mul59, Coo59, HW59].
- dimensional [Coo59, HW59, Mul59].
1 [MP59]. 15 [Hum59]. 1957 [Ano59a, Ano59b]. 1959 [Hum59].
2 [Ano60, Coo59, SWT+58b, Tra60a]. 220 [CJM59].
650 [CJM59, Ham59a, Ham59b, KH58].
704 [Gru58]. 709 [Hor59].
Abstracts [NS59b]. Accelerating [Weg58].

ACM [Tra60a, Ano60]. Address
[Sch59, Hum59]. Aegerter [Tra60a].
Algebraic [BCKT59, Gre59a, Kan59, PS58, Voo58, Knu59]. ALGOL
[BGSW59, DHPS59, Gre59b, IA59].
Algorithm [Sel58, Wol58]. Alpha
[Wer59a, Wer59b]. Analysis [Car59a].
Analyzing [Wol58]. Announcement
[Per58]. Applicability [Li59].
Applications [Fik59, MW58, NS59a, And59, Ano59a, HBR59]. Approximations
[Wad58]. Arithmetic
[Car59a, EV59, Ers58, She59b]. Assimilator
[Gsc59]. August [Tra60a]. Automatic
[AS58, Bem59a, Dij59, KVJ58, LC59, MW58, SC59, She59b, Wil58, Ano59a, Ano59b].

before [Hum59]. Bendix [Hum59]. Bessel


keyboard [Van58, Van58]. Kutta [CR58].
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FCC+59, IA59, SWT+58b, SWT+58a. Purpose [Hol58, MP59]. Queue [CJM59].

Recursive [Car59b, Gib58]. Redundancy [Sis58]. Register [NS59a]. Related [Fei59].

Size [MP59]. Small [MP59]. Solution [SWT+58b, Wou59, LM59, SWT+58a].
Standards [Bri59]. Statements [Wo58]. Statistical [Ham59a, Ham59b].
STRETCH [CLMS59]. Sub [DHP59]. Sub-Committee [DHP59]. Subroutine [Bem58b]. Subscripting [Car59b].
Substitute [Gan59]. Subtractions [Sug58].

Surface [Coo59, HW59]. Survey [Ano59b, Ano59a]. Symbol [Gre59b].
Symbols [FCC+59, Wil59, Bri59]. System [Bag59, Wer59a, Wer59b, She59b]. Systems [AS58, Bem59b, Hol58, Ano59a, Ano59b, Bem59a, KVJ59].

Truth-Function [Kau59]. Two [Wad58]. Type [Car59b, KH58]. typewriter [Van58].

U.S. [ZA59]. UNCOL [Con58]. Uniformly [Coo59, HW59, Mul59]. Union [CPRS59].
University [Fei59]. Unusual [MW58]. Use [Mul58, Ano59a, Ano59b]. users [Hum59].
Using [MP59, Sar59, Tra60b].


Width [Hal58]. Without [Sar59, Tra60b]. Word [EV59].
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